
Need for clarification / permission: 
 
PART A 
The present literature insists that Mission communities cannot remain/ be made up of 
1. single  churches                                                                                                                                                                               

‘Will never have less than 3 different churches’ 
2. informal relationships                                                                                                                                                               

‘Formal pastoral reorganisation taking place once patterns of ministry within Mission Communities have become 
shaped and agreed’ 
 
 

The present concept insists that Mission communities must include 
3. Anglican/Methodist/URC if all present. 
4. Significant (at least 30%) shift to pioneer-type work  ‘at least one new form of church’ 

‘an expectation that 30% of available resources, time and energy in Mission Communities (including the 
resource of full and part-time paid lay and ordained people) will be focused on breaking new ground in 
order to make and grow disciples’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IF SO : 

PART B       Is it permissible to say: 
a. the CORE INTENTIONS of mission communities are : 
  Growing disciples       
  Reaching new /unchurched people      
  Planning for sustainable and developed (collaborative etc) ministry  
    
b. the most likely way to achieve these would be 
     Committing to sharing resources/structures with the other churches around us. 
 
c. THE TASK is to start exploring a and b now. 
 
PART C         How is the following to be interpreted :    legally ,morally  and practically.                                                                                                                                                         

‘The process of shaping Mission Communities will go ahead whatever individual churches decide’.   

PART D  IF PART A and PART B are acceptable 
There is need for an up-to-date OFFICIAL statement (emphasising that the original conditions are 
aspirational rather than definitive) in order to give churches the confidence to ‘risk’ deeper liaisons 
(without feeling they have to commit to ‘the whole package’;)  and to clarify that the purpose of mission 
communities is primarily MISSION ( not the management of stipendiary decline). 
 
 
 

Are Mission Communities allowed to be formed from  
single churches  
informal relationships (that don’t have to be formalised) 
one denomination (even if the others are present) 
locally assessed ‘shift’ to pioneer-type work (not necessarily as much as 30%) 


